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1 Introduction

As is well known, only dead languages don't undergo change. For both major world
languages as well as small minority languages, a significant source of change is contact
with neighboring languages. In almost any language community, there are some "purists"
who feel strongly that any language change--especially that brought about by contact from
a neighboring language--is bad.1

With the exploding interest around the world in maintaining the vitality of minority
languages, language development workers are often faced with challenging questions about
the form of the minority language to be maintained. Should language materials and public
oral performances in the language strive to avoid all lexical borrowings? Or should the
language be left to adapt to a changing world? Are some kinds of language change more
costly--and are there some changes that may actually enrich the resources of the language?
The Totonac-Tepehua language family is found in east-central Mexico, inland from the

Gulf of Mexico coast. The Tepehua branch consists of three variants with low levels of
mutual intelligibility, clustered around the town of Huehuetla in the state of Hidalgo, and
the towns of Tlachichilco and Pisaflores in Veracruz. These three language communities
were separated by Otomí and Náhuatl-speaking populations before the conquest and have
been further separated politically since the conquest. All three variants show evidence of
lexical borrowing from Náhuatl as well as Spanish. As one would expect from the
sociolinguistic situation for the last 4-500 years, the vast majority of examples of
contact-induced change are from Spanish.

1This is often seen in major world languages with the pronouncements from official language acadamies
or by influential writers about the loss of the true or pure forms of the language. To maintain group
distinctiveness, a minority language community may also strongly resist any borrowed forms from neighboring
indigenous languages. A striking example is reported by Aikhenvald:

Multilingualism in the Vaupés area is maintained through a strong constraint against language
mixing...Those who violate the principle that languages should be kept strictly apart and who
employ lexical and grammatical loans are ridiculed as incompetent and sloppy.(2001:412)

Unlike this picture of the Vaupés region, however, most minority languages around the world have sustained
contact with a dominant colonial language resulting in changes in the lexicon, grammar and styles of discourse.
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This paper deals only with the Tlachichilco and Pisaflores language areas. In both areas,
the local language is preferred over Spanish in all interpersonal communication amongmost
native speakers. The communities have had sustained contact with Spanish-speaking
merchants and employers for many generations. I will present examples of Spanish influence
in the lexicon and grammar, forms that are used regularly by Tepehuas while speaking their
language even by those that speak little Spanish.
Written materials are being produced in both of the Tepehua languages presented here

and some communities consciously look for opportunities for oral use of the language in
public domains where Spanish previously was the only language used (e.g. announcements
over community loudspeakers, public events such as school ceremonies, and religious
services). As the language appears in these new written and oral contexts, some have
expressed concern over the apparent influence of Spanish that appears in frequent loanwords.
I will argue that the influence of Spanish on Tepehua is apparently much wider than the

obvious loanwords, extending to more subtle inventories and patterns in the language. Yet,
those who care deeply about the ongoing use of Tepehua have relatively little to fear from
these changes. I will show that most forms that have entered these Tepehua languages from
Spanish are used to refer to items and practices introduced from the outside and fit into
existing Tepehua structures rather than introducing new constructions.
While some purists may focus concern on lexical borrowings and apparent grammatical

changes, it is clear that diminishing contexts of language use is the greatest threat to the
survival of the language—especially the shift to Spanish by many parents addessing their
children. Yet there is hope in the fact that among some younger speakers there is a growing
sense of the value of Tepehua. This can be seen in the use of Tepehua by some young
speakers that were only addressed in Spanish as chilren, i.e. those who now speak their
"mother tongue" as their "second language."

2 Contact-induced change

Early in the last century, Sapir discussed how languages influence one another. He
compared receptivity to borrowing in English vs. German and in "Cambodgian" (Khmer)
vs. Tibetan, and claimed, "It seems very probable that the psychological atitude of the
borrowing language itself towards linguistic material has much to do with its receptivity to
foreign words." By "the psychological attitude" a language, he was refering to his famous
notion of "drift": the structural tendencies of a language over a period of time. In the case
of borrowing, the drift of English, "striving for the completely unified, unanalyzed word,"
allowed it to borrow polysyllabic forms freely, unlike German which had a need for the
forms "to analyze themselves into significant elements." (1921:195) This may provide part
of an explanation for the comparative freedom with which Tepehua borrows lexical items
from Spanish.2

2However, the analytical tendency can also be seen in the Tlachichilco Tepehua form that refers to the
former government community store program, CONASUPO. Speakers reanalyzed the first syllable as the
familiar Spanish preposition and came to refer to such stores with the Tepehua locative preposition substituted
for the "con": lakasupoj.
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As we consider borrowing here, for our purposes, I will assume something like the initial
definition offered by Einar Haugenː "The heart of our definition of borrowing is then THE
ATTEMPTED REPRODUCTION IN ONE LANGUAGE OF PATTERNS PREVIOUSLY
FOUND INANOTHER" (1950:212) The examples we discuss in this paper will all involve
examples of attempted reproduction in Tlachichilco Tepehua or Pisaflores Tepehua of
patterns found in Spanish.

2.1 Lexical changes

As would be expected, the most obvious examples of language change due to contact
with Spanish can be found in the lexicon--content words that refer to recently introduced
cultural artefacts and activities. There is evidence that during early contact, both language
areas created neologisims in some cases and borrowed lexical items in others. Examples
(1)-() display forms that involved polymorphic neologisms and those in (5) old words put
to new uses:3

(1) pulakch'in
puulak-tʃʼi-n
inside-tie.up-NOM
jail (TPP)

a.

pach'in
paa-tʃʼi-n
INST-tie.up-NOM
jail (TPT)

b.

(2) a'paxa
ʔaʔ-paʃ-a
head-bathe-IMPF
s/he baptizes him/her (TPP)

a.

aqcha'ajuy
ʔaq-tʃaʔa-ʔahu-y
head-wash-get.wet-IMPF
s/he baptizes him/her (TPT)

b.

(3) pulakchiwin
puulak-tʃiwin
inside-speak(NOM)
town hall (TPP)

a.

3The examples in this paper are given in the practical orthography followed by a line showing morpheme
breaks in IPA, followed by the morpheme glosses and/or free translation.

Lexical changes 3
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puchivin
puu-tʃiwin
LOC-speak(NOM)
town hall (TPT)

b.

(4) tajtan
tahtan
saint?
church (TPP)

a.

lakatajtan
lakaa-tahtan
LOC-saint
church (TPT)

b.

(5) juki
huuki

deer)(nowajuki="deer"originally
horse/mule/donkey (TPT)

a.

p'axni
pʼaʃni

"peccary/javalina"originally
pig (TPT & TPP)

b.

jaka
haaka

mamey)(nowlqatajaka="mamey"originally
banana

c.

Some early terms, such as those in (6) and (7) were borrowed early with phonological
modificationsː

lukujlay
lukuh-la-y
loco-do-IMPF
s/he is angry (TPT)

(6)

chitaj
tʃiitah

(TPT)machete

(7)

The examples in (8) are all from Pisaflores but, for the most part, reflect similar forms
in Tlachichilcoː
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kuyotej, kiitarraj, libroj, warachij, sapatoj, sinturon, skwelaj, limaj, (ma)chitaj,
lasoj, spejoj, seraj, mesaj, kuchiluj, kubetaj, seboyaj, burroj, kawayoj, torroj,
vakaj chivoj, burregoj, dios

(8)

Such loans as these are the forms most strongly objected to by language purists. They
have undergone virtually no perceptible sound modification as they've been adopted into
Tepehua and so are recognized as obvious loans to all speakers.
Other loans do not bring the same a reaction from the purists because their origin is not

as well knownː

tiankis (< Nahuatl "market"); mistu' (<Nahuatl "puma"); mapachin (<Nahuatl
"racoon"); tumin (<Span/Arabic "money"); alaxux /ʔalaaʃuʃ/ (<Span "orange")

(9)

Such loans don't seem to trouble the majority of speakers. However, there are some,
including some who are involved in producing eduation materials, that feel strongly that
written materials should avoid obvious borrowings at all costs. Their concern is shared by
some linguists that consider small minority languages may be put at great risk through such
borrowing:

But for a small local language, opening the door to borrowing can risk changing the character
of the language beyond recognition -- it can turn eventually into opening the floodgates, rather
than just opening the door. Still, if there are no language planners, no scholars or commissioners
of language designing new words for the community to use, there isn’t much alternative to
taking the borrowing route. Dorian (2006)

As we consider the borrowings mentioned so far, there are, I believe, two important
factors that mitigate against the danger of "opening the floodgates." First, active,
Tepehua-dominant speakers regularly use these forms without concern for invasive
borrowings from Spanish. Second, these borrowed forms are adapted to Tepehua, not
Spanish, grammatical structure. I'll briefly consider these in turn.
First, Tepehua speakers make use of lexical borrowings without any sense that they are

code-switching or leaning on Spanish; rather, a good number of forms are incorporated into
Tepehua structures even by those who speak the least Spanish. Typical stories in Tepehua
(as in (10)) inevitably display numerous loans that no one notices. But when they appear
in written publications or are used orally in some formal contexts, a few purists will react
negatively, concerned the language is not being spoken correctly.

oqnu.kte'enwamejorklaktamununputunjantuKit'in
oq-nuk-te'enwamejork-laktamahu-nun-putunjantukit'in
beber-INF1SUB-irseFOCbetter1SUB-buy.at.market-UO-DESIDnoI

"I won't do buying, rather I'm going to drink.

(10)

s'at'a.nenawlmakinkuchiluj,Kajk'iya
s'at'anenaw-lmakin-kuchilujka-jk-'i-ya
childthedecir-PFVEPIST1POS-knifeIRR-1SUB-recoger-FUT

I'll get my knife," said the child.

Lexical changes 5
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There is a concern noted by some that as speakers of small languages become aware of
borrowings from the dominant language this can increase their negative attitude toward
their own language or "erode the linguistic condition of speakers." Hill (1993:184) However,
in normal daily use, speakers of both of Tepehua languages display no discomfort in using
borrowed terms--there is no apparent sense that their language is deficient for having
borrowed lexical items from Spanish. It only becomes an issue when an outside agency
insists on avoiding lexical borrowings in all published materials. 4

Second, these borrowings are lexical items that have found their place within Tepehua
grammatical constructions--the language continues to be Tepehua.
Note, for example, that borrowed nouns like those in (11) and (12) take all the standard

Tepehua inflectional and derivational morphologyː

kinkunejujk'an
kin-kuneehuh-kʼan
1POS-rabbit-PLPOS
"our rabbit" (TPT)5

(11)

matiendah
maa-tienda
owner-store
"store owner" (TPT and TPP)

(12)

More striking are the forms of verbs borrowed from Spanish. Pisaflores and Tlachichilco
have distinct ways of fitting Spanish verb forms into Tepehua grammar, but in both cases
the resulting verb complex displays Tepehua structure. First, each verb is either transitive
or intransitive. In Pisaflores Tepehua the infinitive form of the Spanish verb is borrowed
unmodified but is placed within a complex verb stem that displays one of two distinct
morphological structures. In order for the resulting verb to be intransitive, the infinitive
must be followed by the Unspecified Object (UO) suffix, -nVn. This is the standard
morphological construction for forming intransitive verbs from intransitive and reflects the
base form of many nonderived intransitives. (See (13), (15).) For the resulting verb to be
transitive, the Spanish infinitive is followed by the verb, la-, "do". Tepehua has a very
productive process of verb-verb compounding in which the transitivity of the stem is

4This attitude among language planners compels Efurosibina E. Adegbija to argue

There is no reason why African indigenous languages cannot increase their resources for use
in education and other domains through their internal resources as well as borrowing both from
African languages and European languages. There is also no reason to apologise for such
borrowing or cultivate an attitude of unease concerning them, especially in cases where
indigenous terminology is not available.Adegbija (1994:105)

5In Pisaflores Tepehua, the original term, skaw, is retained for "rabbit". Through the education system,
teachers in Tlachichilco have become aware of the Pisaflores term and use it in place of the Spanish form that
is still used by most Tlachichilco speakers (who are not aware of the Pisaflores word).
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determined by the second verb.6 The "dummy" verb, la-, is the most generic option (14),
(16), and (18).

xtastudiarnan
ʃ-ta-studiar-nan
PT-3PL-study-UO(IMPF)
"they were studying"

(13)

xtastudiarlay
ʃ-ta-studiar-la-y
PT-3PL-study-do-IMPF
"they were studying it"

(14)

tajurarnan
ta-hurar-nan
3PL-swear-UO(IMPF)
"they swear"

(15)

tajurarlay
ta-hurar-la-y
3PL-swear-do-IMPF
"they swear it"

(16)

k'at'ip'ujurarnajant'u
ka-ti-puu-hurar-nanhaːntu
IRR-IMM-INST-swear-UO(2SGPFV)NEG

"you won't swear by means of it"

(17)

ijkasaludarlayawi
ik-ha-saludar-la-ya-wi
1SUB-PL-greet-do-IMPR-1PL
"We greet you."

(18)

In Tlachichilco Tepehua, borrowed verbs have a very different form. The participle rather
than the infinitive is borrowed and fills a position for a class of adverbs that must occur
immediately preceding the verb. These adverbs include a number of forms specifying classes
of smell (presented in ) and a very large class of ideophonic forms--forms with high semantic
detail occurring with verbs with very little semantic detail. Watters (1988) In these
constructions with borrowed participial forms, the verb is typically either jun, "become,"
or maka- "make, do," for transitive forms:

kamakalestudiadojantu
ka-makaa-ɬestudiadohaantu
IRR-do-PFVstudiedNEG

s/he didn't study it

(19)

6See Watters (2007) for details about the verb-verb compound construction in Tepehua.
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skuelajlakavalestudiado
skweelahlakaahun-ɬestudiado
schoolPREPbecome-PFVstudied

s/he studied in school

(20)

In summary, in both the Pisaflores and the Tlachichilco language areas, borrowing verbs
from Spanish is a very productive process precisely because it involves inserting new lexical
items into well-established Tepehua grammatical structures.

2.2 Structural changes

The influx of Spanish vocabulary into Tepehua speech has had some structural
repurcussions, both in the phonology and the morphosyntax: the historically three-vowel
system is now a five-vowel system and certain grammatical constructions have become
preferred over others, probably due to the infule7

(1950:225)

2.2.1

The influx of Spanish vocabulary into Tepehua speech has had some structural
repurcussions, perhaps most noticeably in the phonology.8It's very clear that the
Totonac-Tepehua language family originally had three vowel qualities, /i/, /a/, /u/. In the
presence of an adjacent uvular stop, /q/, the high vowels are lowered to approximate /o/ and
/e/. In a number of language areas througout the family, /q/ (the conditioning environment
for the lowering--has been lost, usually replaced by /ʔ/. The vowels, however, have remained
lowered, giving rise to forms with /e/ and /o/ in contrast with their corresponding high
vowels, as in these Tlachichilco examplesː

7Sankoff notes that the phonological and lexical levels, in her view,

constitute the major "gateways" to all of the other aspects of contact-influenced change...Along
with numerous lexical borrowings there usually ensue phonological changes in the recipient
language...The introduction of foreign lexical material carries not only phonological baggage,
but often may carry morphological and syntactic baggage as well.(2002:643)

We will address apparent influence in morphology and syntax below. The more obvious linguistic
consequences of contact for Tepehua are seen in the lexicon and phonology.

8Sankoff notes that the phonological and lexical levels, in her view,

constitute the major "gateways" to all of the other aspects of contact-influenced change...Along
with numerous lexical borrowings there usually ensue phonological changes in the recipient
language...The introduction of foreign lexical material carries not only phonological baggage,
but often may carry morphological and syntactic baggage as well.(2002:643)

We will address apparent influence in morphology and syntax below. The more obvious linguistic
consequences of contact for Tepehua are seen in the lexicon and phonology.
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(21) elhtajuy
qʼiɬtahuy)<qʼeɬtahuy(<ʔeɬtahu-y

be.lowered-IMPF
"it's lowered"

a.

ilht'i
ʔiɬtʼi
dung

b.

(22) on
qʼun)<qʼon(<ʔon

get.fat(IMPF)
"s/he gets fat"

a.

un
ʔun
wind

b.

Presumably one reason the lowered vowels remained lowered after losing their
conditioning environment is the presence of a large number of Spanish loanwords, supporting
a restructing of the vowel system fro three positions to five.

2.2.2

Apparent changes in Tepehua grammatical structures due to influence from Spanish are,
in some cases, actually lexical borrowings that involve function rather than content words.
Regarding grammatical elements, Winford comments that grammatical borrowing

typically involves free morphemes such as prepositions and conjunctions. Bound morphemes
appear to be borrowed only in cases where they substitute for RLmorphemes that are semantically
and structurally congruent with them. Moreover, such borrowing requires a high degree of
bilingualism among individual speakers. (2003:134)

Along these lines, Bartholomew 1973 describes clause orderings in Otomi that historically
were unmarked, displaying no conjunctions. Such clausal juxtaposition is certainly common
across languages but they require the listener to infer some default semantic relation between
the clauses. Putting clauses in different orders require explicit marking of the interclausal
relation, somethingmade possible in Otomi and Tepehua by borrowing Spanish subordinating
conjunctions. Bartholomew states,

Spanish already had the mechanisms for specifying relationships between clauses and many of
these were adopted. Bilingualism favored more situations where clause sequences might depart
from chronological order and modifying clauses might precede the main clause. This would
account for the fact that borrowed subordinators are well integrated into the language. (1973)
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Probably the most common Spanish forms of this type found in the speech of both of
these Tepehua language areas pero,"but" and por, "for". but others include desde, a ver,
siquiera .
Tepehua interclausal connectors aren't typically replaced by the Spanish counterparts.

Thus, Pisaflores akxni and Tlachichilco tejkan for "when" are in regular use, rather than the
Spanish cuando. On the other hand, in Tlachichilco, the Spanish porque "because" is very
common; whereas, in Pisaflores, a Tepehua equivalent exists so this Spanish form is relatively
rare in Tepehua speech.. Such conjunctions, then, are borrowed as resources available to
help guide the listener in establishing the correct relations between clauses.
Winford points out that

many indigenous languages in the Americas have borrowed conjunctions like pero ‘but’ and
como ‘as, like’ from Spanish. This kind of borrowing is more akin to lexical than to structural
borrowing, and like the former, it tends to have little or no impact on the structure of the RL.
(2003:135)

A construction type found throughout the language famiily that's noticeably distinct from
Spanish are the applicative constructions found in Tepehua. These involve verbal affixes
that function in a way similar to prepositions but occur on the verb, increasing its number
of arguments, rather than occurring preceding the NP, as in (23) and (24). These constructions
are still in vigorous use in spite of the presence of borrowed Spanish prepositions and the
borrowed preposition may co-occur with the corresponding applicative ((25):
preposition incorporation

jukikapumina
huukika-puu-min-aa
horseIRR-INST-come-FUT

"s/he will come on a horse"

(23)

Juant'amil
Juantʼaa-mi-ɬ
JuanCOM-come-PFV

s/he came with Juan

(24)

Juankunt'amil
Juankuntʼaa-mi-ɬ
JuanwithCOM-come-PFV

s/he came with Juan

(25)

When the construction in (25) loses the "redundant" applicative, then the construction
becomes a true example of structural grammatical change, resulting ain a form of Tepehua
much more similar to Spanish.
Infinitive construx
Both Pisaflores and Tlachichilco Tepehua have infinitive constructions in which a tensed

motion verb is followed by an apparently nominalized verb formː
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qamankajkʼana'
qamaanka-k-ʔan-aa
play(INF)IRR-1SUB-go-FUT

"I'm going to go play"

(26)

qamant'ajun
qamaan-tʼahun
play-be(IMPF)
"s/he is playing"

(27)

qamant'ajun
qamantʼahun
play(INF)be(IMPF)

"s/he is playing"

(28)

While we can't be certain, the predominance of the second construction in Tlachichilco
Tepehua may well be due to the influence of the parallel Spanish construction, estar
Verb-ndo. As such, it would not involve a structural change brought about by assimilating
a construction from Spanish but rather a change in preferenceː what was once a less common
Tepehua structure has become more frequent in Tlachichilco because it mirrors the
corresponding structure in Spanish.9

Such apparent influences from Spanish on the grammatical structure of Tepehua do not,
for the most part, involve strikingly new constructions. Rather certain combinations--which
reflect Spanish structure--come to be preferred over others.10

However, with more extensive code-switching and deliberate lack of exposure to Tepehua
speech, some Tepehuas have lost their ability to make use of many grammatical resources.
This is especially noticeable among children and young people that have grown up in homes
where they have been addressed in Spanish and expected to respond in Spanish--even if the
language they hear around them is predominantly Tepehua.
When the structural aspects of a language are threatened, the loss of of that language for

those speakers is inevitable. Sapir closes his discussion of how languages influence one
another by sayingː

Language is probably the most self-contained, the most massively resistant of all social
phenomena. It is easier to kill it off than to disintegrate its individual form. (1921:206)

9A recent study of the influence of English on the frequency of subject pronouns in New York City Spanish
would be another example of an existing grammatical construction becoming more frequent due to a
corresponding form in the contact language.Otheguy et al. (2007)

10Other changes due to Spanish contact include the presence in Pisaflores (but not Tlachichilco) of the
Spanish genitive Noun - de - Noun construction which occurs alongside the Tepehua impersonal possessive
construction but only as a form that specifies the material of which something is made: chaqa de k'iw, "house
of wood (made of wood)"; cf. xaa-chaqa p'axni, "house of pigs (pigshed)". Another example is the loss of the
distinctive negative future form in Tlachichilco: kamina' "s/he will come" and jantu kamina' "s/he won't come";
cf. Pisaflores and Huehuetla: kamina' "s/he will come" vs. jantu katimilh "s/he won't come."
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Similarly, Haugen states that "if it is true... that the more structural a feature is, the less
likely it is to be borrowed, it will be evident that a corollary is that the effects of borrowing
on structure are likely to be small."

3 Language loss and adaptation

“Whether a loanword is a risk to cultural identity depends on what sort of loanword it
is.” (Crystal 2005:5)
Crystal's comment regarding the risk or costliness of a loanword could be applied to

linguistic borrowing of any sort, lexical, phonological, or grammatical.
Note that the examples discussed so far primarily involve the incorporation of Spanish

forms into Tepehua structures. While there are some examples of Tepehua lexical items
being replaced by Spanish forms, in the majority of cases Tepehua has borrowed forms that
are additions to, not replacements of, native vocabulary. And the grammatical forms that
may show Spanish influence involve a new preference for one already existing form over
another.
Myers-Scotton defines the "matrix language" as "the language supplying the grammatical

frame of constituents with morphemes from the two languages." (1998:291) She argues
convincingly it is turnover of this matrix language that is a key step in language shift. These
Tepehua examples with Spanish forms, then, are not the serious threats to language shift--and
loss of Tepehua--that some purists fear. The real threat comes from the loss of distinctive
features of structures found in the Tepehua languages.
While some changes that come from Spanish contact can be seen as actually adding to

the language, other changes clearly have a negative impact on the inventory of resources
found in Tepehua. I will focus on only one example of such a change.
The position immediately before the verb discussed above for a large class of adverbials

is found in all three Tepehua language variants (and in Totonacan in general). As mentioned,
this class of adverbials consists of a very large group of ideophonic forms, specifying shape,
sound, type of motion, and a special classification of smells. As in the following examples,
the smell adverbs exemplify the pattern of a semantically specific adverb joined with a verb
with very schematic semantics.:

(29) (unsalted
raw meat

haql
kamin

(beef,
goat

haks
kamin

a.

sitting in
the sun)

meat,
mutton,
cow
milk)

(cooked
corn

ʃkʼih
kamin

(newly-fallen
rain, roasting

ɬkʼih
kamin

(burning
grass or
fields);

ʃʔeh
kamin

(fragrant
flowers
and

sʔeh
kamin

b.

kernelscoffee,
food, with acracklings,
cooking
coffee);

lot of
lime)

fried or
toasted food);

12 Language loss and language adaptation: contact-induced change in two Tepehua languages
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(salty meat)
(probably <
s'o'o, `salty');

s'o'oq
kamin

(tobacco)
(perhaps <
ukʃkuːti,
`tobacco');

škukuk
kamin

(lime or
cement);

sk'uk'uk
kamin

c.

(chile,
ginger,

lkakak
kamin

(oil of
orange
peel);

sqaqaq
kamin

d.

sugar-cane
alcohol,
garlic,
onion,
Vapo-Rub)
( < lkaka,
`spicy')

(urine, sweat)tʃiʃ
kamin

(fish);'alus
kamin

(pork
and

moq
kamin

e.

chicken
or turkey
eggs);

These forms, which are very difficult to translate into Spanish, are not as well controlled
by younger speakers. If the use of these forms were to fall into disuse, it would be a very
costly loss to the rich diversity of the language.
Other examples of structures with declining use include aspects of morphological

complexity, 11the loss of the Tepehua number system and possibly the class of numeral
classifiers, 12and the loss of ethnobotanical knowledge. 13These all exemplify, to one degree
or another, the damaging effect that language contact may have on language diversity when
borrowing involves replacement of native forms rather than simple addition of new lexemes
and constructions.
But such replacive forms seem to be the result not simply of contact and borrowing but

expectations of the dominant social group in the area, often severely restricting the use of
Tepehua to narrow contexts of use.

11The Tepehua suffix, -alhi, "always", may co-occur with the Spanish adverb, siempre, but is more often
simply replaced by the latter. Similarly, in Pisaflores (though not in Tlachichilco), the verb suffix, -ela, "first
(before doing X)" has been lost completely, with the Spanish primero occuring instead.

12The vigesimal number system is well known to speakers 30 and above but some younger speakers only
use numbers 1-5 (or so) regularly in their Tepehua speech. The numeral classifiers are still retained, as they
occur with tam, "one",functioning as an indefinite article. The numeral classifier system is key to distinguishing
a number of notionally distinct item in Tepehua. Thus, the same noun form can refer to a board, a tree, a pole,
a bundle of firewood, etc., distinguished solely by the numeral classifier occuring with it: aqxtam k'iw, one
board"; maqatam k'iw, "one pole"; aqatam k'iw, "one tree"; pistam k'iw, "one bundle of firewood."

13The typcial Tepehua has a a knowledge of field botany that goes far beyond that of typical English or
Spanish speakers I know. They know the names of literally hundreds of local plants and the Spanish names
for a large number of those plants are unknown to even the most bilingual among them. Cf.Hill (1993)

Language loss and adaptation 13
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4 Contexts of use

Over the course of the centuries of sustained contact with Spanish-speaking both of these
Tepehua languages have borrowed many lexical items and show evidence of some Spanish
influence in their grammatical constructions. However, this contact-induced change has
taken place within a context of normal language contact and continuous language
transmission from one generation to the next. Within some communities, this pattern of
language transmission is being broken, demonstrating a shift from simple contact-induced
change to language shift.14

Ultimately, the possibility of losing these rich featuers of in both Tepehua language areas
is not due to borrowing of forms from Spanish but rather to narrowing contexts of language
use. We can find serious causes for concern here, but some signs of hope, as well. I will
briefly present how these issues are played out in local politics, the church, the classroom,
and the home.
Community decisions are typically made in meetings of one adult from each household.

These are public settings where Tepehua is still most in its most vigorous use, as all Tepehua
speakers make their contribution to the discussion in Tepehua (with some code-switching
for some speakers). 15

Catholic mass and most Protestant services have been performed in Spanish since the
time of contact, led by church workers that don't speak Tepehua.16

In the area of elementary education, Mexico has long been on record as favoring initial
instruction in the local language. However, the lack of materials and the lack of training in
the use of the local language in a classroom context have been key factors in the bilingual
teachers failing to provide teaching in the local language.
The Tepehua home is paradoxically the setting in which Tepehua is most regularly used

and where--in conversations with children-- it is also becoming replaced by Spanish. A
number of adults (who remember the discrimination they experienced because of their lack
of Spanish when they were young) are determined that their children will learn Spanish as
well as possible. This leads them to address their children in Spanish and the children learn
that they are expected to reply in Spanish, as well. Yet, within the same household, the
children will hear more Tepehua than Spanish: the adults talk to each other more than they
talk to the children and all adult interactions are carried on in Tepehua.

14SasseSasse (1992) illustrates the move into language decay in several categories: loss of subordination,
loss of integration of borrowings into the native system, confusion of grammatical categories, loss of
morphology, etc.

15Traditionally, these were all-male meetings. However, because a large number of men are now regularly
absent from the area due to labor migration, there are a growing number of women representing the home.

16When the pentecostal church began among the Tepehuas, the leader was a native speaker of Tepehua and
services were carried on in Tepehua. This continues to be the case for smaller pentecostal congregations that
can't support a pastor from the outside. With the publication of translated scriptures in Tepehua, there is more
interest in the public use of the language in religious contexts.

14 Language loss and language adaptation: contact-induced change in two Tepehua languages
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5 Implications and conclusions

Purist attitudes are expressed by some official voices in language development ages in
Mexico. However, it has been noted that strong forms of purism can actually discourage
younger speakers from using the language of their parents:

Such variation can trigger puristic attitudes in speech communities among older people who
wish to maintain a more conservative or 'pure' form of their language. These attitudes may result
in restrictions on using the indigenous languagewith non-fluent speakers. Decreased transmission
and lack of access to a fluent speaker model lead to imperfect learning among younger speakers,
which gives rise to greater variation. And so begins a cycle in which the drive for purism is
itself implicated in the shift towards silence. Florey (2004)

Fortunately, the purist position in these two Tepehua language areas has not become
strong enough to discourage the ongoing use of the language by many younger speakers.
In fact, even within a couple of Tepehua communities where children have been addressed
by their parents in Spanish for over twenty years, those young people now are often heard
speaking Tepehua to each other, whether at home in their own community or at market
where Spanish is the language of trade.
Nearly sixty years ago,Waterhouse reported a similar, though apparentlymore widespread,

instance among the Chontal of Oaxaca, in which "the first language taught to the children
is Spanish; Chontal appears to be a part of the adult culture and is learned when the adolescent
enteres into the cultural activities fo the adult community." (1949:106)
Even though some Tepehua young people were addressed as children in Spanish -- and

were expected to respond in Spanish -- the language they heard the most during their early
years was, in fact, Tepehua -- the language of choice among the adults. For some, the use
of Tepehua is, in some sense, a sign of reaching adulthood.
Language development efforts, including encouraging the younger speakers to produce

materials in Tepehua, can be a key effect in promoting positive language attitudes--especially
if the young speakers don't face discouraging comments from language purists.
Such language attitudes will be the final determinants of the future use of Tepehua. The

impact of language policy regarding changes that have resulted from contact with another
(usually dominant) language can be a significant factor affecting the attitudes toward language
use among the younger generation.

Ultimately, the attitudes of an endangered language’s speakers are the most important
determinants by far in the success or failure of preservation efforts. Put most simply, the situation
is this: if the community is not committed to preserving the language, the language will not be
preserved. Thomason (2001:22)

The use of Tepehua among a number of younger speakers is a sign of hope that at least
some significant elements are committed to preserving the language. Positive language
programs initiated by the government, nongovernmental organizations, and especially by
community leaders, could play key roles in promoting a positive attitude toward the language
as it is commonly spokent today--even with the Spanish borrowings that allow speakers to
discuss all aspects of modern society using Tepehua structures.

Implications and conclusions 15
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Abbreviations

The following abbreviations are used in this paper:
1 first person; 2 second person; 3 third person; ART article; CAUS causative; COM

comitative; COMP completive; CONT continuative; DAT dative; DESID desiderative; DIR
direction toward; FUT future; IMM immanent; IMPF imperfective; INF infinitive; INGR
ingressive; INST instrumental; IRR irrealis; NOM nominalizer; PAS passive; PL plural;
POS possessor; PF perfect; PFV perfective; PREP preposition; PT past tense; RECIP
reciprocal; REFL reflexive; REP repetition; RET return; SEQ sequential; SG singular; SUB
subject; UO unspecified object.
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